NOTE: 1. RECESSED THRESHOLD TRACK REQUIRED AT "50" PANEL(S) ONLY. RECESS SHALL INCLUDE EACH JAMB TUBE AS WELL. RECESS IS 1/2"(13) IN DEPTH X 4 5/8"(117) IN WIDTH. LENGTH IS DETERMINED BY "SO" PANEL WIDTH.

2. CONTINUOUS RECESSED THRESHOLD TRACK IS OPTIONAL. FILTER STRIP IS USED AT SLIDE DOOR OPENING.
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PLAN
FOR SINGLE SLIDE RECESSED Threshold TRACK

SINGLE SLIDE
"50" PANEL WIDTH = 1/2 PACKAGE WIDTH - 9/16"(14)
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FOR BI-PART RECESSED THRESHOLD TRACK

BI-PART
"50" PANEL WIDTH = 1/4 PACKAGE WIDTH + 11/32"(9)
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